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C4000 Variable Power Combiner Series

Continuously Variable Manual VPC
The VPC is a four port device. Two outputs with one of
them generally terminated and two inputs.The VPC is
generally used to send two high power signals at
different frequencies and power levels to one common
output. The manual VPC works as a dynamic variable
power splitter. Thus the output power level of both
output signals seem to be linked together in the sense
that an increase in one output signal level corresponds
to a decrease in the other output signal level.
This is accomplished by varying manually the position of the polarizer under full power conditions which makes the
VPC the most versatile combiner in the industry. If you wish to know more about the theory of operation of the VPC,
refer to Canteq's Application note No. 51. Canteq produces very compact VPCs in most standard bands with
exceptional performance. Our Ku and C band VPCs have been delivered to very demanding and prestigious
customers and they are installed around the globe.

KU Band VPC Electrical Specifications Model C4002
14.0-14.5 GHz
0.2 dB max.
28 dB

Frequency range:
Insertion Loss:
Isolation: D to A or D to B
B

•*

23 dB typ. Unpressurized
26 dB
Waveguide:
WR 75
1.0 kW per port

Return Loss:
Isolation: A to B
RF Power Handling:
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Band VPC Electrical Specifications Modt.
Frequency range:
5.85 - 6.45 GHz
Insertion Loss:
0.18 dB max.
Isolation: D to A or D to B 36 dB
Waveguide output:
WR137

Return Loss:
Isolation: A to B
RF Power Handling:
Unpressurized

26 dB typ.
33 dB
3 kW max. per port
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The Variable Power Combiner (VPC) also
known as variable ratio combiner (VRC) is
generally used to send two high power
signals at different frequencies and power
levels to one common output. The VPC can
also be used as a phase power combiner to
increase the power of two amplifiers working
at the same frequency by 3dBs. If you wish
to know more about this particular use of the
VPC, refer to Canteq's Application note No.
052: 'The Coherent Power Combiner".
The VPC works as a variable power
splitter. Thus the output power level of both
output signals seem to be linked together in
the sense that an increase in one output
signal level corresponds to a decrease in the
other output signal level.
This is accomplished by varying the position
of the polarizer.
The VPC is a four port device. Two inputs
(A&B) and two outputs (C&D).

Therefore we can write:
Pout(C) + Pout(D) = Pinp(A)

(1 )

Since there is no input signal in port B:
Output C = Pou^c + Pou^

output D =

Considering (D) as the common output port and
(C) as the common terminated port we can solve
for the output power at (D) as follows:
Pout

=10log(1-10
ln PutB

PortB

Polarizer

Pout C = PoutAC + PoutBC
PortC

PortD
Pout D = PoutAD +

Let's apply a high power signal into port A
only.
At this point, for simplicity sake, no input
power is applied to the B port. With the
polarizer in a fixed position, the signal at the
input port (A) is split at a different ratio at the
output ports (C) and (D).
The sum of powers at the two output ports is
equal to the power at the input (neglecting
losses).

+ Po

(AC)

10

(2)

= -10 dB

Thus if

Output C =

Then

Output D = PoutAD = -0.457 dB

Therefprejfieglecting loses in the polarizer if the
power iflpcted in port A is 700 Watts, then the
output power in port D due to A's contribution will
be 630 Watts. The remaining 70 Watts will appear
in port C. In a continuously variable yPC the input
signal A (or B) can be decreased at the common
port D (OP C) between 0 to 30 dB by yj&yng the
position (tlmangle) of the polarizer. An inypNignal
in port B wifffcehave inversely to whaJ^Bs been
described for the port A.
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